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ABSTRACT

Distributed Complex Event Processing (CEP) is gaining increasing

interest for two reasons: (1) to scale system performance to han-

dle higher workloads in real-time, and (2) to perform in-network

processing, e.g., in mobile networks to reduce the amount of data

that has to be transferred through the network. System scalabil-

ity and the complexity of mobile systems are some of the major

challenges when evaluating the performance of new Distributed

CEP solutions. We propose an open framework for distributedCEP

(DCEP-Sim) built on a well-established network simulator, i.e, ns-

3. �e design of DCEP-Sim is based on the engineering principles

of separation of concerns and the separation of mechanisms and

policies. By leveraging the ns-3 feature of object aggregation it is

very easy to add new policies, e.g., placement or selection policies,

and evaluate them without changing anything else in the DCEP-

Sim. �e fact that ns-3 includes many accurate network models

implies that Distributed CEP simulation with DCEP-Sim will also

be much more accurate than ad-hoc handcra�ed simulations. We

demonstrate in a use case how easy it is to con�gure performance

evaluation experiments and we perform experiments to con�rm

that the integration of the Distributed CEP in ns-3 is good foun-

dation for large-scale experiments. �e evaluation results demon-

strate that DCEP-Sim substantially reduces the e�ort and costs of

Distributed CEP evaluation.
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1 INTRODUCTION

�e need to analyse high velocity and high volume data is con-

tinuously increasing. �e Internet of �ings is one good example

for this trend. A popular prediction estimates for Year 2020 about

50 Billion connected devices [1]. In this context, real-time analy-

sis of data is important for two reasons: (1) the velocity and vol-

ume of the data might make it impossible to store it on disk before

analysis, and (2) many application domains, like smart cities or

automated tra�c control, aim to maintain continuous situational

awareness to be able to react as fast as possible to certain events.

�e concepts of Complex Event Processing (CEP) are well suited

to addressing these processing needs and there is a clear trend that

Distributed CEP will be of increasing importance. We identify two

core reasons to distribute CEP: (1) to scale system performance

and handle higher workloads in real-time, and (2) to perform in-

network processing to reduce the amount of data that has to be

transferred through the network. �e la�er is especially impor-

tant in mobile networks and networks with bandwidth limitations.

Consequently, Distributed CEP is one important active research

area and evaluation of DistributedCEP solutions is one central part

of this research.

However, performing proper performance evaluation ofDistributed

CEP is a major challenge in itself due to the potentially large scale

and especially due to the complexity of distributed systems, which

is particularly high if mobile networks are involved. In [11], we

analysed the performance evaluation approaches of 13 key publica-

tions on Mobile Distributed CEP systems. Only two report results

from real world experiments and two from mathematical analysis,

while all include at least one simulation or emulation study. �e

fact that simulation is the most popular approach is not surpris-

ing since a proper evaluation of Distributed CEP approaches might

require networks with several hundred nodes, making real-world

experiments unfeasible. �is problem is further exacerbated for

wireless networks where the shared medium and node mobility

implies a high degree of network dynamicity, making it exceed-

ingly di�cult to conduct controlled and repeatable experiments.

�e majority of these simulation studies is performed with simu-

lators that are created for the speci�c experiment and only four

experiments are performed with non-propriety simulators, i.e., J-

Sim [10], OMNeT++ [12], and PeerSim [4].

Creating a new simulator for a particular experiment means ei-

ther a huge amount of work, or the simulation models are (over-)

simpli�ed to reduce the amount of work, which in turn might lead

to inaccurate results. Proprietary simulators make it also harder

or impossible for peer researchers to repeat experiments and to

compare results. One important conclusion from the study in [11]
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and further literature studies is that there are currently no evalu-

ation techniques and tools for Distributed CEP research that en-

able low e�ort and cost experiments that are repeatable and en-

able comparison of alternative solutions. CEP-Sim [8] has similar

goals, but focuses on cloud environments. In general, CEP-Sim ex-

tends CloudSim [6], which models the network through a latency

matrix denoting the end-to-end latencies between the involved

CloudSim entities. �us, only static network topologies with �xed

end-to-end latencies can be modeled and bandwidth is not mod-

eled. �erefore, CEPSim is not su�cient for Distributed CEP ex-

periments to gain representative and accurate results, e.g., when

evaluating placement policies in mobile networks. We provide a

more detailed comparison between our framework and CEP-Sim

in the conclusion.

It is the aim of this work to introduce DCEP-Sim: a tool for rep-

resentative and accurate evaluation of Distributed CEP systems.

�e goals of DCEP-Sim are to achieve a high degree of accuracy,

enable low e�ort and cost experiments, and to make it easy to

compare alternative DCEP solutions. We propose to rely on the

results achieved in the network research community. �is commu-

nity has put substantial amounts of work into the development of

scalable and accurate network simulators, like OMNeT++ and ns-3

[2]. Furthermore, these simulators are designed to be easy to use

and to enable e�cient experimentation with low e�ort. Probably

the most popular network simulator, ns-3, has been continuously

improved from the �rst generation to the third generation. Many

models for network components at all layers exists for ns-3 and are

ready to use, e.g., for wired and wireless media, medium access pro-

tocols, network and transport protocols, etc. Since the boundary

between a simulated network and a real world prototype on top

of the simulator implies a substantial performance and scalability

penalty [9], we decided to implement theDistributedCEP function-

ality as simulation models within ns-3 instead of using emulation.

Since it is our goal to provide a tool to researchers that simpli�es

comparison of alternative Distributed CEP solutions we design an

open and extensible Distributed CEP skeleton for ns-3. �is skele-

ton is based on the well-accepted CEP fundamentals [7]. �rough

separation of concerns we identify the core Distributed CEP com-

ponents and within the components we separate mechanisms and

policies. For example, the placement component contains a mech-

anism for event noti�cation forwarding and hooks to add new or

re-use existing implementations of placement policies. To realize

these hooks, we use the ns-3 feature of object aggregation, which

makes it very easy to add new policies, e.g., placement or selec-

tion policies. Consequently, it is also easy to evaluate new policies

and compare them with existing policies, because there is no need

to change anything else in the Distributed CEP implementation in

DCEP-Sim. �anks to a wealth of validated and accurate ns-3 net-

work models, it is possible to perform simulations of Distributed

CEP systems in various network environments and produce reli-

able and useful results.

We demonstrate in this paper how easy it is to con�gure per-

formance evaluation experiments in DCEP-Sim and how easy it

is to deploy alternative policies. �e performance evaluation ex-

periments show that DCEP-Sim adds only a very small fraction of

computational overhead such that DCEP-Sim inherits the perfor-

mance and scalability properties of ns-3, in addition to inheriting

the accuracy of ns-3 network models.

�e remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Section

2, we present the design of DCEP-Sim a�er a brief discussion of

its requirements. In Section 4, we describe how DCEP-Sim was im-

plemented. In Section 5, we present and discuss the results from

DCEP-Sim evaluation experiments. In Section 6, we discuss the

motivation and requirements for DCEP-Sim, and how they were

addressed in the design and implementation. We close our discus-

sion with a brief summary of the results and future work.

2 DCEP-SIM DESIGN

In this section, we address DCEP-Sim requirements and the design

principles used to achieve them.

At the heart of a Distributed CEP system is the CEP engine which

is responsible to perform the actual processing of events. Addition-

ally, to enable Distributed CEP, a Placement component is neces-

sary to build the event broker overlay network and perform event

routing. �erefore, following the discussion about the design prin-

ciples, we present the design of the two core components of DCEP-

Sim: the CEP engine and Placement components. A�erwards, we

brie�y discuss the design of the remaining components, and close

this sectionwith a presentation of how all the components inDCEP-

Sim work together.

2.1 Requirements

We aim to develop a Distributed CEP simulator which is generic,

scalable, accurate, and easy to use. �e simulator needs to be use-

ful for a broad range of research studies and must not be �xed for

a particular application domain or scenario. It should therefore

be easy to extend DCEP-Sim by adding new models or extending

extisting ones. As an example, it should be possible to implement

and integrate arbitrary CEP operatorswithout changing its core ar-

chitecture. DCEP-Sim should enable large-scale experiments with

Distributed CEP solutions. To enable simulation with a high num-

ber of CEP instances, it is preferable that DCEP-Sim adds minimal

simulation time overhead to the simulation time incurred by under-

lying ns-3 network models. Moreover, the simulator should enable

the production of both realistic and accurate results which can be

easily reproduced.

2.2 Design principles

To ensure the generality of the simulator, we use as the foundation

for our work the abstract CEP architecture proposed in [7] 1. �e

components of the proposed architecture are based on elementary

and common features found in CEP engines. By using this architec-

ture, we argue that the simulator will be usable in a broad range

of research studies and not be �xed for a particular application

domain or scenario. While the proposed components are found

in various CEP systems, we do not expect them to behave in the

sameway for all research studies. �erefore, our design follows the

separation of mechanism and policy principle [13]. �e policy

refers to what the component does, and the mechanism speci�es

how it is done. �e mechanism is the underlying technique used

1CEP is used here instead of Information Flow Processing (IFP) which is used in [7]
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to implement a speci�c policy, as an example, a placement mecha-

nism speci�es the technique used to place operators on processing

nodes, while a placement policy is used to decide where the oper-

ators should be placed. By separating the two aspects, we allow

the user to focus on implementing custom policies without having

to think about how they are applied. �e assumption is that place-

ment components can be di�erentiated by their placement assign-

ment policies not the techniques used to send operators to their

processing host. �e separation of mechanism and policy design

principle contributes to the �exibility of the system as it makes it

possible for the user to easily adapt the components based on their

speci�c needs. Furthermore, it is possible to change the mecha-

nisms, e.g., to improve e�ciency without a�ecting the existing

policies. We have therefore designed DCEP-Sim as a platformwith

DistributedCEPmechanismswhich can be used to deploy and eval-

uate CEP and Placement policies. �e separation of mechanisms

and policies ensures the desired ease of use of the DCEP-Sim.

2.3 CEP engine

A CEP system takes streams of events from di�erent sources and

processes them based on stored rules. When new events are pro-

duced, they are forwarded to either the sink or an event broker.

As such, four CEP engine sub-components are identi�ed in [7]: a

Receiver, a Detector, a Producer, and a Forwarder component. In

this section, we show how these sub-components are designed and

how they work together. �e tasks performed by the Receiver com-

ponent are notmodeled in DCEP-Sim, therefore, it is ignored in the

following discussion.

CEP rules describe how to process incoming events and produce

new ones. Conceptually, a CEP rule is composed of two parts: a

Condition part and an Action part [7]. Considering the two parts

of a CEP rule, we can deduce a two stage event processing itera-

tion. In the �rst stage, the CEP engine asserts the condition part

of a CEP rule with incoming streams of events as input. When a

sequence of events matches the condition, the second stage is trig-

gered to apply the prede�ned action. �is view of CEP suggests

two core components: the Detector component responsible for

event pa�ern detection, and the Production component responsi-

ble for producing an event noti�cation for the detected pa�ern or

a command towards an actuator. We design two classes of objects

which are used by the Detector to perform its task. One is an oper-

ator class which implements one or more unary, logic or sequence

CEP operators. �e Detector relies on instances of this class to do

the actual processing. Consequently, we enable the implementa-

tion of a large variety of operators which can be used to process

events in di�erent manners. �e expressiveness of CEP rules lies in

their ability to capture ordering and timing relationships between

sequences of events. �erefore, a Detector component needs to

maintain a history of events it has seen, to capture ordering and

timing relationships between them. �erefore, we have designed

an additional class (Bu�er Manager), responsible for maintaining

the history of the events received by the CEP engine. �e Bu�er

Manager is complex in that it needs to implement the actual timing

constraints of CEP logic operators. It implements selection, con-

sumption, and load shedding policies, and mechanisms to store

and retrieve events from their respective bu�ers. �e selection

policy determines which events are used to match the condition

part of a CEP rule, and the consumption policy speci�es whether

matched events can be reused in the following CEP iterations. �e

load shedding policy is used to deal with bursty incoming events.

In this paper, we focus on the selection and consumption policies,

and leave load shedding for future work. To ensure the generality

and �exibility requirements for DCEP-Sim, we design and imple-

ment the mechanism of the Bu�er Manager, and de�ne an inter-

face which can be used to implement custom bu�er management

policies.

When an expected pa�ern is matched in the event stream, the

corresponding event sequence is forwarded to a Producer com-

ponent. �e Producer component is responsible for creating new

events based on the Action and event Type encoded in the CEP

query.

�e Forwarder component is responsible for forwarding events

produced by the Producer component towards their destination.

As such, once an event noti�cation is created by the Producer com-

ponent, the Forwarder components uses the Placement component

to determine where the event should be forwarded.

2.4 Placement

�e Placement component is responsible for assigning operators

to event brokers and performing event routing and forwarding be-

tween them. �e Placement component maintains an event rout-

ing table which the Forwarder uses to forward events to other

event brokers or the Sink. �e Placement component uses a place-

ment policy to determine where operators should be placed during

the initial placement and subsequent placement adaptation. To en-

sure the generality and �exibility of DCEP-Sim, we separate the

implementation of the Placement component into two classes: a

placement mechanism class, and a placement policy class. �e

two classes are combined at run time to perform placement, place-

ment adaptation, event routing, and event forwarding. �e place-

mentmechanism implements the actual forwarding and placement

of operators inside the network, in addition to event forwarding.

�e placement component policy class implements placement as-

signment and event routing algorithms. We design and implement

placement mechanisms as part of DCEP-Sim, and de�ne an inter-

face which should facilitate easy implementation and deployment

of placement policies.

2.5 Additional components

Wedesign additional components responsible for generating events,

CEP queries, and network communication; the Data source, the

Sink, and the Communication components. To enable internal

communication of DCEP-Sim componentswe design aDispatcher

component which facilitates communication between the Place-

ment, CEP engine, Communication component, Sink andData source

object.

�eData source component is responsible for generating events

at a prede�ned rate to simulate, for example, a sensor. �e Sink

component generates CEP queries which are then sent to DCEP-

Sim. �e Data source and Sink component must be pre-con�gured

with the type of events and �ery the generate. �e Communica-

tion component is used by DCEP-Sim for network communication
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CEP engine Dispatcher Communication

Placement

Data source Sink

Figure 1: An overview of DCEP-Sim components

in Distributed CEP scenarios. �e communication component uses

the UDP transport protocol for network communication. �e Dis-

patcher component interacts with the Communication component

to send or receive events, operators or meta data.

2.6 Component interaction

When the Sink generates a CEP�ery, it is sent to the Dispatcher

which forwards it to the Placement component. Based on the cur-

rent CEP deployment, the Placement component uses a placement

assignment policy object to determine where the query should be

sent. �e query can either be placed locally or sent to a remote

node. If the query is placed locally, it is forwarded to the local CEP

engine.

�e CEP engine creates and stores Operator instance(s) which

are used by the Detector component to match incoming events.

Before the operator instance is stored, it is initialized by con�gur-

ing the selection and consumption policies and a Bu�er Manager

instance.

When a data source generates an event, it is sent to the Dis-

patcher. �e Dispatcher sends the event to the Placement compo-

nent, which uses an event routing table to determine whether to

forward the event to the local CEP engine or to a remote one. In

a centralized scenario, the event must be forwarded to a remote

sink for processing. In this case, the Placement component sends

the event to the Dispatcher with a destination address for the sink

node.

�e Dispatcher sends the event to the Communication compo-

nent along with the destination address. �e Communication com-

ponent uses UDP to send the event to its destination.

When an event is received by the communication component,

it is sent to the Dispatcher. �e Dispatcher sends the event to the

Placement component which needs to determine where the event

should be forwarded. If it is a �nal event, it is forwarded directly

to the sink component. Otherwise, the event is sent to the local

CEP engine.

Inside the CEP engine, the detector loads all operators awaiting

the current event and passes it to each one of them, one a�er the

other. Each operator has its own Bu�er Manager which it uses to

apply its selection and consumption policies.

If there is a match, all the events that were selected are forwarded

to the Producer.

�e Producer uses the action part of the query to determine the

type of the event to produce. Once a new event is created, it is

sent to the Forwarder component which uses the Placement com-

ponent to determine where the new event should be sent. An event

noti�cation with a destination address is created and forwarded to

the Dispatcher.

If the destination address corresponds to the local node, the event

is forwarded to the sink application, otherwise, it is sent to the

Communication component.

3 NS-3

In the following subsections, we present an overview of ns-3 con-

cepts that are used as building blocks for the implementation of

DCEP-Sim. A�erwards, we describe how the ns-3 simulation scripts

and modules are developed. �e aim is to lay the foundations for

the description of the implementation of DCEP-Sim.

3.1 Overview

ns-3 is a discrete event network simulator with a large number of

network protocolmodels. ns-3 models are designed to be highly re-

alistic and are therefore popular within the network research com-

munity.

�e ns-3 simulation framework can be used in two ways: per-

forming simulations with existing models, or extending existing

models. It is possible to add new models to existing ns-3 mod-

ules, or create a new module with models. We have developed

the DCEP-Sim simulator as an ns-3 module.

In essence, ns-3 constitutes a set of libraries which can be stat-

ically or dynamically linked to a C++ main program (referred to

as a script) to create and run a simulation. �e ns-3 simulation

script typically creates ns-3 nodes, installs the Internet stack and

applications on them, and builds a network topology. It is also re-

sponsible for starting and stopping the simulation [3]. ns-3 models

represent internet protocols and networks, allowing the network

research community to build simulations of Internet systems on

top of them. Furthermore, ns-3 provides additional tools to sup-

port researcher with tasks such as simulation data gathering and

analysis.

3.2 Concepts

�e core abstractions used in ns-3 are Node, Application, Netde-

vice, and Channel. �e Node is a computing device abstraction

which can be connected to a network. An ns-3 Application is a

user program abstractionwhich runs on a ns-3 Node and generates

some activities to simulate the real world. �e Channel abstraction

represents themedia over which data �ows in a network (e.g., IEEE

802.11). �e Netdevice abstraction represents both the device dri-

ver and the simulated hardware. More complex models are built on

top of these core abstractions and are organized into modules. For

example, the CSMA module contains models for CSMA Channel

and Net Device which are necessary to simulate a CSMA network

topology.
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Each of the ns-3 abstractions is represented in C++ by classes

which model their respective behavior. A class representing an ns-

3 model can use one of the three ns-3 base classes: the ns-3 Object,

the ObjectBase, and the RefCountBase. �e ns-3 Object base class

o�ers three main special properties:

• the ns-3 type and a�ribute system,

• the object aggregation system, and

• a smart-pointer reference counting system.

�e a�ribute system enables easy parameterization of ns-3 mod-

els. �is is achieved through the ns-3 a�ribute namespace which

makes it possible to access internal properties of a model without

having to use C++ pointers. �is makes ns-3 simulations very �ex-

ible as any model property in a simulation can be accessed, modi-

�ed, or monitored at run time without using C++ pointers.

�e aggregation system makes it possible to easily extend ns-

3 models without the limitations of object-oriented inheritance.

�e aggregation system solves the Fragile base class problem of

object-oriented programming systems. �e fragile base class prob-

lem occurs when seemingly unharmful modi�cations to the base

class break its sub-classes. �erefore, instead of using inheritance

to extend ns-3 models with new features, new classes implement-

ing the features are de�ned and their instances aggregated to the

base model at runtime. �e aggregation system is used to extend

any of the models from the simulator.

ns-3 models are grouped into modules which model speci�c In-

ternet sub-systems, the protocols or networks. An ns-3 module

contains a set of C++ programs examples on how to use the mod-

ule, a set of models which constitute the model and helper classes

to easily create and con�gure instances of the module.

4 IMPLEMENTATION

DCEP-Sim is developed as an ns-3 module. �e components de-

scribed in the design section are implemented as sub-classes of the

ns-3 Object class. �e aim is to be able to use the a�ribute and

aggregation systems o�ered by ns-3 and ensure maximum �exibil-

ity and extensibility of the simulator. In addition to the models

described in the design section, we have developed a CEP engine

wrapper class for the Detector, Producer and Forwarder compo-

nents. Additionally, we have developed an ns-3 application (DCEP

application) works both as a dispatcher in the simulator and as a

con�guration interface for the simulation script. All the simulator

objects are aggregated to the ns-3 application, and the application

is responsible for con�guring and initializing them. From an ns-

3 simulation script point of view, the DCEP application ’is’ the

DCEP-Sim simulator. Consequently, the models of the simulator

are con�gured through the DCEP application from the simulation

script. Finally, the simulation is run and stopped through theDCEP

application.

To apply the separation of policymechanism principle discussed

in the design section, the Placement and Bu�er Manager were im-

plemented as abstract classes. To ensure the extensibility of the

simulator, any additional features can be added to themodels through

the ns-3 aggregation system. We have also developed a simulation

script for demonstration and evaluation purposes.

In the following sections, we present the implementation ofDCEP-

Sim data structures, models and the simulation script used for eval-

uation.

4.1 Data structures

�emain data structure classes developed are: theEvent, theEvent-

Pa�ern, the �ery and the Operator . �e Event class de�nes

states for the type, location, and timestamp of an event. �e Event-

Pa�ern de�nes a logical function which represents the condition

tomatch. �e�ery de�nes the type of events it consumes and the

event type to produce when an event pa�ern is matched. �e Op-

erator class is designed as an abstract class with two pure virtual

functions: con�gure and evaluate.�e con�gure function must

perform operator initialization tasks such as: creating a concrete

Bu�er manager and aggregating it to the operator instance, initial-

izing the bu�ers, etc. A concrete sub class of the operator abstract

class should either de�ne member functions which implement dif-

ferent logic constructs such as: conjunction, disjunction, repeti-

tion, or negation. Alternatively, objects which implement these

logic functions can be aggregated to the operator instance during

operator initialization. �e evaluate function must implement the

actual event matching with the help of the Bu�er manager aggre-

gated to it. �e evaluate function returns a sequence of events

which matched the condition de�ned by a stored query.

To enforce the separation of policy and mechanism, we imple-

ment the Bu�er manager model as an abstract class. �e Bu�er

manager abstract class de�nes functions which implement com-

mon bu�er mechanisms, and virtual functions which need to be

implemented by Bu�er manager sub-class creators to implement

selection, consumption, and load shedding policies.

4.2 Models

Algorithm 1 instantiate query

1: function instantiate qery(query)

2: cop ← CompositionOperator ⊲ the CompositionOperator

object is aggregated to the query

3: query ← cop

4: cop configure

�e CEPEngine class acts as a wrapper for the Detector, Pro-

ducer, and Forwarder. �e CEPEngine class de�nes functions to

process an event and process queries. �e process event function

uses two helper function to initialize the query (see Algorithm 1)

and store the query in a local query pool. �e function instanti-

ate query is responsible for creating an instance of an Operator

class, con�guring it, and aggregating it to the query being intial-

ized. �e process event function simply forwards the incoming

event to the Detector.

�e Detector class de�nes a method to process events (see Algo-

rithm 2). �e purpose of themethod is to retrieve all queries stored

locally and use the instance of an Operator subclass aggregated

to each one of them to process the incoming event. For each Op-

erator instance retrieved, the detector calls the evaluate function

which returns a sequence of events if there was a match. When the

evaluate function returns a sequence of events, the process event
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Algorithm 2 process event

1: function process event(Event)

Require: queries ⊲ all queries expecting this event

2: for all queries do

3: cop ⊲ CompositionOperator aggregated on the query

4: cop evaluate(Event)

function forwards them (along with the corresponding query) to

the Producer.

�e Producer class uses the information from the Detector to

produce a new event object and forwards it to the Forwarder.

�e Forwarder class de�nes a functionwhich forwards the event

to the Placement class which has the knowledge concerning the

destination of the event, i.e., the sink or the next event broker.

�e Placement component is implemented as an abstract class

with pure virtual functions representing placement policies for: ini-

tial placement and placement adaptation. In addition, the abstract

class de�nes functions and states (event routing table) which im-

plement forwarding mechanisms. To use the simulator, a concrete

placement class must be derived from the abstract class and the

pure virtual functions implemented. Alternatively, one could use

one of our placement classes which are based on our own place-

ment policies. �e ns-3 aggregation system can be used to extend

the placement class with additional features. �is enables a clean

and easy way to implement new and complex placement classes

without breaking the simulator or the class itself.

�e ns-3 application (DCEP application) serves as a ’Facade’ to

the simulator from the simulation script side. Using the ns-3 at-

tribute system, the simulator is con�gured from a simulation script

through the a�ributes de�ned in the DCEP application. �e DCEP

application uses the a�ribute values to con�gure the other models

in the simulation. In particular, theDCEP application a�ributes are

used to set the role of the current node where the CEP system is

installed (sink, data source, or broker), the deployment model, and

any other simulation parameters that might be needed. For exam-

ple, a DCEP application a�ribute was created to set the number

of events generated by the data sources. In the StartApplication

function, all the components of the simulator are created, initial-

ized, and aggregated by the DCEP application. �is makes it pos-

sible for them to access it when trying to communicate with other

components. �e DCEP application also serves as a dispatcher in-

side the simulator. It de�nes functions which act as intermediaries

between the Sink, data source, Communication, and Placement

components.

4.3 Simulation script

�esimulator is started, con�gured, and stopped through theDCEP

application in a simulation script. �e DCEP application is in-

stalled on each ns-3 node in the network topology that is created

by the simulation script, con�gured and started. We have created a

DCEP application helper class which is used to collectively create

and install DCEP applications on ns-3 nodes: see Algorithm 3.

A�erwards, it is possible to con�gure DCEP applications indi-

vidually as shown in Algorithm 4.

Algorithm 3 Bulk DCEP application installation

1: DCEPAppHelper DCEPAppHelper

2: ApplicationContainer DCEPApps = DCEPAp-

pHelper.Install(nodes)

Algorithm 4 DCEP application con�guration

1: DCEPApps.Get(0)-¿SetA�ribute(”a�ribute name”, A�ribute-

Value(value))

Running and stopping the DCEP applications on the network

nodes is as simple as shown in Algorithm 5. In Algorithm 5, we

are scheduling all applications to run in 1 second, and stop a�er 12

seconds.

Algorithm 5 Running and stopping the DCEP application

1: DCEPApps.Start (Seconds (1.0));

2: DCEPApps.Stop (Seconds (12.0));

From this description, it appears how easy it is to con�gure and

run aDistributed CEP simulation. Formore details on how towrite

ns-3 simulation scripts see [5].

5 EVALUATION

�e aim of DCEP-Sim is to enable researchers to perform scal-

able and accurate experiments with Distributed CEP solutions. To

achieve this, DCEP-Sim takes advantage of the highly accurate ns-

3 network and topology models, while adding minimal overhead

to the computational cost of the ns-3 models. Furthermore, it is the

objective of DCEP-Sim to facilitate experiments with Distributed

CEP solutions. DCEP-Sim achieves this through an easy and com-

prehensive interface for DCEP-Sim con�guration and simulation.

�ese goals capture qualitative and quantitative aspects. We an-

alyze the qualitative aspects, i.e., DCEP-Sim user friendliness by

showing how the experiments were con�gured and run. �e quan-

titative aspects, i.e., scalability and accuracy are analyzed through

the experiments.

DCEP-Sim is not a custom Distributed CEP solution, instead, it

implements core CEP mechanisms which are used to implement

policies for Distributed CEP solutions. Consequently, the aim is

not to evaluate a custom Distributed CEP solution, but to measure

the overhead DCEP-Sim adds to the processing cost from ns-3 net-

work and topology models. Ideally, the overhead introduced by

DCEP-Sim should be minimal in order to support large-scale Dis-

tributed CEP solutions with many brokers, a high workload and

complex policies. Minimal overhead from DCEP-Sim implies that

we inherit the scalability properties of ns-3.

�e overhead introduced by DCEP-Sim cannot directly be mea-

sured as computational complexity in the form of additional CPU

utilization, because it is the nature of discrete event simulators to

�nish experiments as fast as possible by claiming as much CPU

time as possible. However, higher computational complexity in
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Figure 2: �e network topology and simulation setup

ns-3 models leads to a longer simulation time. For example, an ex-

periment with one hour virtual time and low computational com-

plexity might last xms, while one hour virtual time and high com-

putational complexity might last 2*xms.

�erefore, we use simulation time as the metrics to study the over-

head of DCEP-Sim.

To quantify the overhead of DCEP-Sim; we use as baseline a

wired network with chain topology in which UDP packets are for-

warded hop-by-hop from one end to the other without any further

intermediate processing see Figure 2. We refer to packet forward-

ing with no intermediate processing as UDP Packet Forwarding

(UPF). To measure the overhead of DCEP-Sim we enable on all

nodes in the chain CEP and refer to this as DCEP-Sim Packet For-

warding (DPF) when CEP is enabled.

Simulation initialization is performed only once at the begin-

ning of the simulation and is the main contributing factor to the

simulation time in large scale simulations. �e simulation initial-

ization time is induced by ns-3 network models, not DCEP-Sim.

�erefore, we do not include the simulation time related to simu-

lation initialization in the measurements. Instead, we focus on the

simulation time between the transmission of the �rst packet from

the source, and the reception of the last packet at the sink.

For event processing we use an OR operator for two reasons:

(1) the OR operator is simple and introduces minimal overhead

such that we can be�er isolate the overhead of the basic DCEP-

Sim framework, and (2) the OR operator ensures that in the UPF

and the DPF experiments the same amount of packets traverses all

links in the network.

In the experiments, we study the e�ect of three input parame-

ters: the number of intermediate nodes (event brokers), the num-

ber of transport packets (event noti�cations), and the number of

operators deployed in each event broker.

In Section 5.1, we describe the evaluation setup and demonstrate

how easy it is to con�gure DCEP-Sim and run Distributed CEP ex-

periments. In Section 5.2, 5.3, 5.4, and 5.5, we present and discuss

results from the experiments for each of the input parameters stud-

ied.

5.1 Evaluation setup

Our simulations were run on a personal computer running ubuntu

operating system (16.10), with the following system speci�cation:

• Memory 7.7 GB

• Processor Intel Core i7 CPU 870 @ 2.93GHZ*8

• Graphics Gallium 0.4 on NV98

• OS type 64-bit

• Disk 69.8 GB

To run our ns-3 simulations, we have created a ns-3 simulation

script which does the following:

(1) creating ns-3 nodes,

(2) creating a topology,

(3) installing the internet stack,

(4) installing and con�guring the DCEP applications on all

nodes, and

(5) running and stopping the DCEP applications and the sim-

ulation.

�e �rst, second, and fourth steps are explained in Section 4.3,

where we also demonstrate how easy it is to perform them. �e

DCEP applications are used to con�gure DCEP-Sim models. �ey

expose parameters to study, for example, the number of operators,

number of events to generate. �e applications are also used to

con�gure the role of di�erent network nodes in the simulation:

whether a node is a sink, data source or broker. �is is done from

the ns-3 simulation script as follows:

.....

DCEPApps.Get(index)−>SetAttribute(”attribute name”,

AttributeValue(value));

�e a�ribute name corresponds to the name of the parameter

to con�gure with the given value.

�ere are three types of nodes in the topology: a source, inter-

mediate nodes or event brokers, and a sink. �e DCEP applications

are con�gured based on the role of the node they are installed on.

�e DCEP application installed on the source is con�gured with

the number of events to send, the event broker is con�gured with

the number of operators to deploy, and the sink is con�gured with

the number of events to expect. �is is done as follows:

....

/∗ data source configuration∗/

DCEPApps.Get(i)−>SetAttribute(”IsGenerator”, BooleanValue(

true));

DCEPApps.Get(i)−>SetAttribute(”number of events”,

UintegerValue (numberOfEvents));

.....

/∗ event broker configuration ∗/

DCEPApps.Get(i)−>SetAttribute(”Dummy Processor”,

BooleanValue(true));

DCEPApps.Get(i)−>SetAttribute(”number of operators”,

UintegerValue (numberOfOperators));

.....

/∗ sink configuration ∗/

DCEPApps.Get(i)−>SetAttribute(”IsSink”, BooleanValue(true));

DCEPApps.Get(i)−>SetAttribute(”number of events”,

UintegerValue (numberOfEvents));

�e experiments are grouped based on the DCEP-Sim parame-

ters: the number of nodes, the number of events and the number

of operators. In each experiment group, we compare the simula-

tion time between UPF and DPF scenarios. Furthermore, we run

10 simulations for each scenario in each experiment group. In all
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Figure 3: Results showing the overhead introducedbyDCEP-

Sim when the number of DCEP-Sim instances increases.

simulations, events are generated at a constant rate of one event

per virtual time second.

To automate the experiments we use a shell scripts which runs

the simulationwith command line arguments corresponding to the

simulation parameters:

....

./waf −−run ”DCEP−chain −−NumberOfNodes=1000 −−

NumberOfOperators=20 −−NumberEvents=500 −−cep=

true”

A�er the con�guration of the DCEP applications, they are col-

lectively con�gured to start and stop according to the duration of

the virtual simulation time, as follows:

....

DCEPApps.Start (Seconds (1.0));

DCEPApps.Stop (Seconds (200));

As shown in the code listings, it is easy and straightforward to

con�gure and run experiments with Distributed CEP experiments.

5.2 Varying the number of event brokers

In this experiment, we study the impact that the number of DCEP-

Sim instances has on the simulation time overhead. We run simu-

lations with 500, 1000, 2000, 3000, and 4000 brokers/intermediate

nodes in addition to the source and sink nodes. At the event bro-

kers, one operator is deployed, and 500 events are sent from the

source node towards the sink. �e results in Figure 3 are based on

the average simulation time from 10 simulations in UPF and DPF.

Both UPF and DPF simulation time exhibit a linear increase when

the number of nodes increases. DCEP-Sim percentage overhead is

low and steady at around 20%. �e relative standard deviation for

the results varies from 0.4% to 0.6%.

�e results show that DCEP-Sim scales well when the number of

nodes increases, maintaining a steady overhead.

Figure 4: Results showing the overhead introducedbyDCEP-

Sim when the number of events increases.

5.3 Varying the number of events

In this experiment we study the impact of the number of events on

the simulation time overhead from DCEP-Sim. �e network chain

consists of one event broker in DPF, and one intermediate node

in UPF. �e event broker deploys one operator which is used to

process every incoming event. �e intermediate node in UPF di-

rectly forwards every incoming event towards the sink. Only one

operator is deployed at the event broker in order to emphasize the

impact of increasing the number of events. For the same reason,

we use one event broker for DPF and one intermediate node for

UPF. We study the simulation time for UPF and DPF with 2000,

4000, 6000, 8000, 10000, 12000 events.

�e results in Figure 4 show aminimal DCEP-Sim percentage over-

head which varies between 7% and 2%. �e relative standard de-

viation varies from 2.6% to 8.4%. �e signi�cantly low and sta-

ble DCEP-Sim overhead shows that an increase in the number of

events to process has a minimal impact on the total simulation

time.

5.4 Varying the number of operators

In this experiment, we vary the number of operators deployed at

the event broker in order to study how the increase in operator

workload a�ects DCEP-Sim overhead. We run the experiment with

one source, an event broker for DPF and an intermediate node for

UPF, and a sink. �e source generates a total of 10000 events. We

use one event broker in order to remove the overhead introduced

by the number of nodes and emphasize the overhead introduced

by the number of operators.

Results from Figure 5 show that DCEP-Sim percentage overhead

increases by ca 15% every time the number of operators increase

by 10. �e increase in overhead is relatively low considering the

number of operators added on the intermediate node and the small

simulation time scale. Another positive insight is the fact that the

simulation time per operator decreases when the number of oper-

ators increases.
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Figure 5: Results showing the overhead introducedbyDCEP-

Sim when the number of operators per event broker in-

creases.

Figure 6: simulation time from wireless vs wired network

scenario

5.5 Wireless vs wired network scenarios

In this experiment, we create a wireless chain network topology

with no networking infrastructure, i.e., the nodes run in promis-

cuous mode. �e nodes are connected in a adhoc manner in such

away that only consecutive nodes are within each others’ range.

�is enables us to simulate a wireless chained topology.

�e remaining simulation setup is similar to previous experiments.

ns-3 wireless topology models are signi�cantly more complex

than models for wired networks, and introduce a high processing

cost during simulations. �e accuracy of these models comes with

a penalty in high simulation time. Our aim is to add a minimal

overhead in such network scenarios in order enable large scale ex-

periment with Distributed CEP solutions implementing complex

CEP policies. Figure 6 shows the high simulation time cost from

the wireless scenario compared to the wired scenario. DCEP-Sim

overhead is only 0.6% to 3% in the wireless scenario. In the wired

network scenario, DCEP-Sim overhead varies from 43% to 26%. Be-

cause the simulation time from DCEP-Sim is the same in wireless

and wired scenario, its overhead is dwarfed by high simulation

time from the wireless network scenario.

6 CONCLUSION

Evaluation of distributed, potentiallymobile systems, likeDistributed

CEP is a challenging task. To be able to perform a proper analy-

sis of the system under test su�ciently representative, accurate,

and understandable data is needed. For experimental approaches

it is important that the experiments are repeatable and that results

from systems with similar purposes are comparable. Obviously,

results from real world experiments are representative, but only

for the context in which the experiments are performed. �e In-

ternet is a dynamic system with continuous changes in available

bandwidth, queue length in routers, background load of comput-

ing nodes etc. �is dynamicity, which is especially high in mobile

networks, implies that results might not be reproducible and com-

parable in real world experiments. Furthermore, this approach is

quite expensive and time consuming if the systems under test are

large. �erefore, simulation and emulation play an valuable role

in the evaluation of Distributed CEP. However, it is important that

the network simulators and the models they use are accurate, be-

cause the network can have a strong impact on the performance

of Distributed CEP solutions. For example, to perform operator

placement, themetric of network usage, which is the sum of the de-

lay bandwidth product of all links in an operator network, is used

in many recent placement proposals. Obviously, network simula-

tors that have been developed over many years in the networking

community are be�er suited to model accurately the network than

simulators that are cra�ed for one particular research study.

�e decision whether to use emulation (i.e., deploy a real world

Distributed CEP prototype on top of a network simulator) or sim-

ulation is a trade-o� between convenience to use the same Dis-

tributed CEP prototype in emulation studies and real-world stud-

ies versus generality, openness, and scalability of the simulation

approach that is proposed in this work. �e boundary between the

network simulator and a real world prototype implies performance

penalties and limits the scalability of emulation experiments. �is

is avoided in DCEP-Sim by implementing it as simulation models

in the network simulator ns-3. �e basic components of DCEP-

Sim are based on the CEP fundamentals introduced by Cugola et

al [7] such that Distributed CEP implementations in DCEP-Sim

are representative for a broad range of CEP prototypes. By apply-

ing the well established engineering principle to separate policy

and mechanisms we achieve an architecture and implementation

of a Distributed CEP skeleton that makes it very easy to deploy

in DCEP-Sim the experimenters’ choice of selection, production,

load shedding, and placement policies. ns-3 facilitates this by pro-

viding besides inheritance in class hierarchies the concept of object

aggregation to specialize policies.

�e motivation to design and implement DCEP-Sim was given

by the need for an appropriate tool to test and evaluate Distributed
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CEP systems in our ongoing research work. �e only simulator

with similar goals of DCEP-Sim we could identify is CEP-Sim.

DCEP-Sim and CEP-Sim share the goal to enable simulation of Dis-

tributed CEP systems for research purposes. CEP-Sim models user

queries as Directed Acyclic Graphs composed of data producer, op-

erators, and data consumers. Data generators are used in CEP-Sim

to feed events into the data producers, which forward the events

towards the data consumers through a set of operators. �e CEP-

Sim query and processing model is similar to the event processing

overlay in DCEP-Sim, which is composed of data sources, event

brokers and event consumers (or sinks). We model user queries

as sets of atomic and composite operators which are placed on

data sources and processing nodes respectively. Events are gen-

erated by the atomic operators and forwarded towards the event

consumers through the composite operators. In DCEP-Sim, it is

possible to de�ne an operator which is used to process incoming

events. It is, therefore, possible to implement CEP-Sim operators

(both stateless and windowed) using DCEP-Sim operator abstrac-

tion and use them to process incoming events using their original

event processing algorithms. However, CEP-Sim and DCEP-Sim

were designed to be used by researchers studying di�erent sys-

tem environments, i.e., cloud environment vs. static and mobile

networks. Additionally, the two simulators are built on two dif-

ferent simulation platforms (CloudSim and Ns-3) which focus on

di�erent computing and networking aspects. Ns-3 focuses on net-

working simulation, while CloudSim focuses on cloud computing.

�e choice of these simulation platforms has a direct impact on

the design of the two simulators. CEP-Sim targets cloud comput-

ing environments and is therefore designed for e�cient processing

and resource consumption in a cloud environment. �e basic unit

of simulation is a set of operators placed on one Virtual Machine

with prede�ned algorithms for operator scheduling. A scheduling

algorithm therefore controls operator processing instead of incom-

ing events. �is particular event processing approach in CEP-Sim

is due to the fact that CloudSim o�ers a batch processing model,

which is somewhat unsuited for streaming systems like CEP. In

CEP-Sim, a batch or the basic processing unit is an ’event set’. As

such, in CEP-Sim, operators exchange event-sets instead of individ-

ual events. In DCEP-Sim, operator processing is event driven and

operators exchange individual events in streams between them.

�e goal of the DCEP-Sim evaluation in this paper is not to

evaluate particular policies, but instead evaluate the usefulness of

DCEP-Sim for experimental evaluation of Distributed CEP solu-

tions. Main aspects of usefulness relate to ease of use, scalability

and accuracy. Ease of use in turn refers to (1) the e�ort to con-

�gure and run experiments and to collect measurement data for

the evaluation; and (2) to the complexity and e�ort to add respec-

tively change policies, for example to compare alternative place-

ment policies. As shown in the evaluation section, the DCEP ap-

plication is used to easily con�gure DCEP-Sim instances in bulk

or individually. Furthermore, it is possible to de�ne DCEP-Sim pa-

rameters through the command line arguments passed to the sim-

ulation script. �is makes it possible to automate the simulation

with varying DCEP-Sim parameters.

To inherit the scalabilityof ns-3, it is important that DCEP-Sim

does not introduce substantial overhead in terms of simulation

time. In complex network scenarios such as MANETs, it is critical

for DCEP-Sim to introduce minimal overhead due to high simula-

tion time cost from ns-3 models. Results from the evaluation show

that DCEP-Sim scales well when as the number of nodes increases,

maintaining a steady overhead of 20%.

Inwireless networks, DCEP-Sim simulation time varies between

0.6% to 3%. Since the simulation time from DCEP-Sim is the same

inwireless andwired scenarios, its overhead is dwarfed by the high

simulation time from the wireless scenario. �e high simulation

time in the wireless scenario is due to signi�cantly more complex

network models.

Increasing the number of events has minimal impact on DCEP-Sim

percentage overhead which varies between 2% and 7%.

As the number of operators increases by 10, DCEP-Sim overhead

grows by 15%; a minimal increase considering the time scale (15%

corresponds to 1.6 milliseconds). Furthermore, the simulation time

overhead per operator decreases from 11% in a scenario with 10 op-

erators, to 3.5% in a scenario with 50 operators.

Overall, the results from our evaluation show that DCEP-Sim scales

well when the number of nodes, events or operators increases.

Currently, we develop in DCEP-Sim particular selection and con-

sumption policies to use them for our research in placement poli-

cies for Mobile Distributed CEP. Ultimately, the goal is to establish

a DCEP-Sim open source project.

�e most crucial performance parameters in Distributed CEP

are all related to network tra�c and its consequences. �erefore,

it is important to use good network models as they can be found in

ns-3. While CEP processing is modeled in DCEP-Sim, the fact that

ns-3 is a discrete event simulator leads to the fact that so�ware exe-

cution time, like operator processing, cannot be measured because

it is zero. Introducing models for so�ware execution in discrete

event simulation is a big future challenge to address.
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